McDonald all over

Eating Coconut

Looking for clams

6 on board-don’t wiggle!

Listen close-HE is calling, can you
hear HIM calling you?

February 2014-Philippines

Houses crushed
Jeepney taxis

Our Carlos team
RMO went with Terry Telligman to
help the Philippine disaster relief. We
went to Seoul, Korea. Then to Manila
(1) to IlioIlio, (3) and to La Tonga (2)
on Gigante Sur Island. We flew for
27 hours to Ilio Ilio Island. We stayed
a day because the low pressure made
crossing on water dangerous. We had
clinic and church in Carlos Sunday.
Monday we took a bus for 4 hours
and a boat for 3-4 hours to the Island.

Sharing Jesus
We evangelized during the day at
clinic and showed the Jesus film at
night. We saw 435 make decisions
to follow Jesus. Such big smiles.
Having HIS peace is more precious
than what is seen. We fixed up the
damaged church-new paint, new
windows, door, part of roof, etc.

She “likes” Doc Rock
The clinics were full and we saw
\ hopping
about 300 as we did island
to 5 islands. One of the team said the
boat ride was better than any ride at
6 flags he had. We saw 2 boats sink
while we did our “hopping” around.

Six week

Fixed up Church

Our “friendly” Pharmacist

Bibles
Wow during our time there 900
bibles we brought were given out,
many to those with new decisions
to follow Jesus. It was an added
expense that was worth it all to get
the living Word (John 1:1-5) to
many more of HIS creation. Pastor
Aaron and Luis were very busy
shairng the Word of God.

Pasto Aron and Luis

Banana leaf and splint
We learned much as we saw
them use the natural things. A
possible fracture wrapped in
banana leaves and splinted.
Another compound fracture I
closed, used a bamboo splint to
compress bleeding and then went
12 hours to a hospital for plating.

The beach was sand before and
now is a mass of shells, nonwanted garbage, broken boats and
tress down every-where. Repair is
slow but progressing when they
can find the funds to go forward. It
is hard to lose all-pots and pans,
books, bibles, clothes, etc. but they
all seem to smile. What we see will
change but Christ never changes.

Arm Compound Fracture
Houses down all over

RMO Schedule-Changes Frequently
February-March-Thailand
April-Ghana, Lord willing
May-Belize, plans still forming
June-Nicaragua
September-Ghana
November-Nigeria
January 2015-Philippines
Please contact RMO for data on a trip. Explore the RMO website
www.RMO.org, or call 817-480-5111 if needed.

Please come back but don’t
bring any more needles!
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